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Abstract: Mixed ownership is an ownership in
which property belongs to two or more owners of
different natures. As a product of the basic contradiction
of capitalism, the Western mixed ownership is the main
form of the contemporary capitalist economy, but it fails
to fundamentally change the nature of capitalism. The
mixed ownership in the socialist market economy
is a product of continuous exploration of how
develop China's economy, therefore it has a different
nature from that of the Western countries. To develop a
mixed economy, China has to ensure prevention in six
aspects: loss of state-owned assets, monopoly of foreign
capital, one-way share participation or holding by nonpublic capital, weakening the RMB internationalization,
focusing only on mixed ownership, and weakening the
leading role of the state-owned sector.
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Mixed ownership is an ownership in which property belongs to two or more
owners of different natures. Microscopically, a mixed economy is a joint venture
established by the capital from investors of different natures; macroscopically,
it refers to the diverse ownerships in the state-owned, collective, cooperative,
individual, private, foreign-invested and other forms and the corresponding
economy in the ownership system of a country or a region. The mixed economy,
with a more extensive meaning, includes both the ownership systems such as
private, state-owned ownerships, etc., and the regulatory structures such as market
and government regulations, both of which are closely related to each other.
It was clearly pointed out in "Decision of the CPC Central Committee

on Some Major Issues Concerning Deepening the Overall Reform" (hereinafter
referred to as the "Decision'') adopted at the Third Plenary Session of the 18th
CPC Central Committee in November 2013 that, "Vigorously developing a
mixed

economy. A mixed

economy with cross holding

by and mutual

fusion

+

between state-owned capital, collective capital and non-public capital is an

+

important way to materialize the basic economic system of China. It is conducive
to improving the amplification function of state-owned capital, ensuring the
appreciation of its value and raising its competitiveness, and it is conducive to
enabling capital with all kinds of ownership to draw on one another's strong
points to offset weaknesses, stimulate one another and develop together. We
will allow more state-owned enterprises (S0Es) and enterprises of other
types of ownership to develop into mixed enterprises. We will allow non-stateowned capital to hold shares in projects invested by state-owned capital. We
will allow
mixed enterprises to implement employee stock ownership plans (ESOP) to form
1

communities of capital owners and laborers." Since then, the discussion on the
mixed economy has never come to an end. In fact, the term of mixed economy,
not a new one, appeared in China more than 20 years ago (firstly put forward at the
Third Plenary Session of the 14th CPC Central Committee). In the West, however,
the mixed economy, nominally similar to that of China, has enjoyed
a 100-year history both in theory and in practice. What is the nature of the mixed
economy in the Western capitalist countries? What are the similarities and
differences between their mixed economy and that in China, a country which is
1 "Decision of the Cellll1ll Committee of the Commmust Party of China on Some Major l9SUCS Concerning Deepemng the
Overall Rcfuim," People Daily (November 16,2013).
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developing the socialist market economy? What should we pay attention to when
developing a mixed economy? All these are the important theoretical and policy
issues to be urgently interpreted dearly.

§ I. Mixed Ownership inthe Western Capitalist Market
Economy
1. The mixed ownership was the product of the basic contradiction
of capitalism
After several centuries of development, the economic system of capitalism
in the West, far from a completely free economy in the early stage of primitive
accumulation of capital, has become a mixed economy of capitalism with the
private ownership as the mainstay. There has not yet been a well-recognized

+

definition of the mixed economy. Jean-Dominique Lafay, a French economist,
used to argue, "The mixed economy, a mixtUre of pure socialism and pure
capitalism, in a great extent, seems a twofold measure theoretically against both
the apparent failure caused by the extreme interference of the planned economy,
and the state retreat, privatization as well as deregulation advocated by the
thoughts ofliberalism ...A mixed economy is first of all the one in which, as shown
by its figures, the role of the state in the economy, no matter how specifically
it plays, is very great to the market. For example, any mixed economy includes
the state and the private sectors, and in general, the former includes both noncommercial administrations and important economic sectors tremendously
involving state-owned enterprises or the state." 1 The genesis and development of
the Western mixed economy, although defined in different ways by domestic and
overseas scholars, has become one of the biggest changes to the Western capitalism
in the sphere of economy over the past centuries.
Sprouting from the historical stage of free competition of capitalism, a mixed
economy was called into existence with the emergence of monopoly. Far from being
a coincidence, a mixed economy was the product of the basic contradiction of
capitalism-the

contradiction

between

private

ownership

of

the

means of
1 Jean-dominique Lafay & Jacques Lecaillon, The M'rxed Economy, translated by Yil Quan (Beijing:The Commercial
Press, 1995), 1-3.
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production and the socialized production.

To

obtain

the

profits

and

appreciate the wealth, the capitalist production resulted in an extremely fierce
competition among the capital, which had to increasingly open up the market to
accumulate and acquire more wealth. "If circulation initially appeared as a
given magnitude, it appears here as a moving one, expanding through production
itsel£ In the light of this, it already appears itself as a factor of production. Hence,
just as capital has the tendency to produce ever more surplus labor, it has the
complementary tendency to produce more points of exchange. With respect to
absolute surplus value or surplus labor, this means that capital tends to generate
more surplus labor as complement to itself; au fond, that it tends to propagate
production based on capital or the mode of production corresponding to it. The
tendency to create the world market is inherent directly in the concept of capital
itse1£ Every limit appears as a barrier to be overcome. At first capital strives to
subject each factor of production itself to exchange, and to eliminate
production

of immediate

use

values

which

do

not

enter

the
into

1

exchange."
Capital must tend to pursue
monopoly in the unceasing process of expanding market and space for survival

in

"the hindrance to competition, the tendency toward monopoly, arises from the
in ever-larger enterprises is one of the most characteristic features of capitalism,"2
huge size of the enterprises,"3 and "free competition gives rise to the concentration
of production, which, in turn, at a certain stage of development, leads to
monopo 1y." 4
Competition and monopoly were important forces to promote the development
of capitalist economic relations and system. "The development of capitalist
production makes it constantly necessary to keep increasing the amount of the
capital laid out in a given industrial undertaking, and competition makes the
immanent laws of capitalist production to be felt by each individual capitalist, as
external coercive laws. It compels him to keep constantly extending his
5

capital,

in order to preserve it." Such a fierce competition compelled capital not only to
1 Selected Worksof Mani: a1ld E11gels, Volume 8 (Beijing: People's Publishing House, 2009), 88.
2 Selected Mo110graphic Worksof Lellin, 0,,Capitali.sm (Beijing: People's Publishing House, 2009},107.

3 Selected Monographic Works of Lellin, 0,,Capitali.sm, 108.
4 Selected Mo110graphlc Works of Lellln, 0,,Capitalism, 111.

5 Selected Works of Mani: a1ld Engels,Volume 5 (Beijing: People 'sPublishing House, 2009), 683.
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monopolize the market so as

to transform

a large portion

of surplus value into

the means of production, hut also increasingly open up the market space. The
productive forces of labor were growing in this process, which in turn further
promoted the production of more surplus value and the accumulation of more capital.
However, "for while
so

it is the most productive

of all modes of

production

far, it includes--owing to its contradictory character-barriers to production,

which it constantly endeavors to transcend, hence causes crises, overproduction,
1

etc." Neither simple private monopoly nor constant market expansion by
capital could eradicate the basic contradiction of capitalism, because "the
pursuit
of profits by the private monopoly capital further

strengthens and

amplifies

the functional weakness of the market, hence more intensive and destructive
economic crises, and more severe waste of social resources."2 The most serious
economic crisis might lead to a massive downturn of the capitalist economy, of
which the most typical was the Great Depression in 1930s. To overcome the crises
and

maintain

the

ruling

order

of capitalism,

the

bourgeois

to adjust
and intervene in the economy. The mixed economy thereupon

states had

gradually

came

at that time also exerted a certain impact on the formation
of the capitalist mixed
planned economy in the socialist Soviet Union and Eastern European countries
economy.
Therefore, "the definition of mixed economy in statistics is valid in that it
is not a preconceived system, but a historical product of the development of the
industrial society and the change of the capitalist regime. Instead of the result of
coordinative plans, it is mainly the timdy response to regular turbulences out of
control of the 'pure capitalism'. According to different situations, people hope to
solve problems such as economic instability, severe inflation or the lasting serious
unemployment, tendency towards monopoly, and restraint

of

competition,

etc., because inadequate oversight may cause 'externalities', insufficient supply
of public goods and labor services, and much too unfair income distribution
perceived by people, etc. Therefore, in accordance with the previously established
statistical standard,

the European economies have basically become

a

'mixed'
1 Selected

Wor.b of Marx and Engels, Volume 8 (Beijing: People'sPublishing House, 2009), 387.

2 Cheng Enfu& Gao Jiankun, "On Decisive Role of Market inAllocating Resources--------On Dual Regulation of Socialism
with Chinese Chtncteristics,• Studio on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics, no. l (2014).

+
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1

economy." In the view of Marxism, the mixed economy was the product of
constant intervention and regulation by the capitalist state over a series of
problems caused by the contradiction between the anarchic production, private
ownership of the means of production and the socialized production against the
condition of capitalism. & Engels argued, "In any case, with trusts or without,
the official representative of capitalist society, i.e. the state, will ultimately have to
undertake the management of production."2 Furthermore, the mixed economy,
a necessary outgrowth of monopoly, has boosted the monopoly economy against
the condition of capitalism to a new height of development. Having promoted the
devdopment of the capitalist economy, the mixed economy strengthens monopoly
capital both in dominance and in market expansion. Large multinational
monopoly enterprises are the important carrier for capital to open up the world
market under the mixed economy.

2. The mixed ownership is the main form of the contemporary
capitalist economy, but it fails to fundamentally change the nature of

+

capitalism
The contemporary Western capitalist countries in general have two

different

types of economic models. One is the Rhine model (Western and Northern
European capitalist countries), while the other is the Anglo-Saxon model (British
and American capitalist countries). Never being the market economy with a single
private ownership any more, both of them are the mixed economy. Many scholars
have discussed this change of capitalism from different aspects. For example,
Hobsbawm, a well-known Western scholar argued, "The economic structures
which sustain the 20th-century world, even when they were capitalist, were no
longer those of 'private enterprise' in the sense businessmen would had accepted
in 1870s."3 "In most of the developed countries, the whole national economy has
become a mixed economy, so much so that it seems to have become a special social
organizational institution."4 Hansen, a famous American economist, also pointed out
that most capitalist countries have ceased to be a single pure private capitalist
l Jean-Dominique Lafay & Jacques Lecaillon, The Mixed Economy,translated by Yu Quan (Beijing:Commercial
Press, 1995), 3-S.
2 Selected Wor.b o/Man: and Engels,

lume 3 (Beijing: People's Publishing House, 2009), 558.

3 Eric Hobsbawm,Ageof Empire: 1875-1914, 1nlllslatedby JiaShibccg(Nanjing:JillngmPeopk,'sPublishingL1d, 1999), 15.

4 Jean-Dominique Lafay & Jacques Lecaillon, The MiJ!:ed Economy, translated by Yu Quan
Press, 1995)2.
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economy after the late 19th century.Instead, with a co-existence of the "socialized"
public economy, they have become a "mixed economy" with public and private
ownerships (or a "dual economy") .1 Samuelson, an American economist also took
a positive attitude towards the mixed economy. He even satirized the "market
fundamentalist" that "those who want to reduce the government into police plus
beacon can only live in an illusionary world."2
However, the emergence of the mixed economy fails to fundamentally
change the nature of the capitalist economic base. On the contrary, it has
consolidated the economic foundation of capitalism, so much so that industrial
enterprises are highly concentrated and integrated. The close fusion between
financial capital and industrial and commercial enterprises, in particular, has
resulted in a tremendous number oflarge enterprises in major sectors of economy.
These enterprises, usually supported by the state, have eventually grown into large
multinational monopoly companies. That is to say, in the age of a mixed economy,

+

the private monopoly in capitalism has developed into the state monopoly,
and the domestic monopoly into the international monopoly. "The modern
capitalism is also featured by the development of state ownership, which, although
subordinate to some degree compared to the dominant corporate ownership of
capitalism, plays an important role, especially in takeover of low-profit enterprises
and economic sectors by the state, and supply of cheap means of production for nonstate-owned capitalist enterprises by the state capitalist enterprises."

3

It can be

seen that the "international integration" by means of privatiz.ation of the stateowned enterprises, as advocated by Chinese followers of Hayek and Friedman's
New-liberalism, is completely ignorant of the above-mentioned realities in the
capitalist

market

economy. In particular, it

is very

absurd

for Zhang

Weiying to
argue that "the market economy is impossible to be established on the basis of the
state ownership;only on private property system can it run efficiently!" and "reduce
4

the ratio of state-owned enterprises to about 10%," etc.
1 Guo Fei, ''Development ofthe Mixed Economy and Rcl'onn of the State-owned Enterprises,• Guangming Daily (April 2,
2014).
2 Paul Samuelson &William Nordhaus, Samuel&on on the Efficiency, Equi1y andMixed Economy, translated by Xiao Chen
(Beijing: Commercial Press, 2012),41.
3 Michel Albert, Capitalism Vs. Capitalism, 1rllnslated by Yang Zugoog, Yang Qi & HaiYmg (Beijing: Social Sciences

Academic

PrellS, 1999),40-41.

4 From Chen Liang, "Privatization of Stan>-owned Enlelprises Is Nothing but the Way Out for their
with ProfellSOI' Zhang Weiying," Studies on Manism, no.S (2012).

Refonn-ADiscussion
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It is typical of the mixed economy in capitalist countries to have a large
number of state-owned enterprises. These state-owned enterprises, however, are
of entirely different nature from those of China, because they stand for the gross
interests of the big bourgeoisie and financial oligarchs rather than the interests
of the people, just as their government and president work in the service of their
fundamental interests. Take the United States, the most developed capitalist
country in the West, as an example. "The president of the United States really has
a very limited power, but who can confine his power in the cage? Can the people?
Or the public opinions? Of course not! It is the financial bosses behind the Freemason."1 Since the outbreak of the financial and economic crisis in the West in
2008, the Western countries, typically the United States, have once again saved
the financial, investment and other enterprises by means of nationalization, which,
however, is nothing but rescuing a handful of financial and real estate capitalists
with taxes paid by all the people. Even Stiglitz, an economist known for his attack
2

on the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, kept asking why
there
was no representative of the working class in the U.S. Department of the Treasury,

+

the

Federal Reserve,
In

the Western

the World Bank,
mixed

and

the

International

economy, "With the European

Monetary

Fund.

economies for

reference, the state-owned sector employs about 30% of the labor power (over twothirds

in

administration

and over a quarter

in

state-owned

enterprises),

and
offers a quarter to one-third added values.The public expenditure may exceed
3

40%-50% of GDP." The following Table 1 indicates the basic situation of stateowned enterprises in OECD countries (as of the end of 2009), showing the
devdopment of mixed economy in today's capitalist countries from one aspect.
It can be clearly seen from Table 1 that, as of the end of 2009, OECD
countries had 2,085 state-owned enterprises at the level of central government
with 4,333,670 employees and USDI,416.8 billion of enterprise value. A further
analysis shows that "from the perspective of distribution fields, the state-owned
enterprises

in

the

OECD

countries

are

mainly

distributed

in

utility sectors
1 He Xin, ''For Whom the US President Works?" Zhong Guo Guo Fang Bao (April 5,2011).
2 From Ym Shuaijun, ''Diff=ntiation and Analysis of 'Small Government in a Big Society' and 'Civil Society',• Studies
on Marxism, no.9 (2013).
3 Jean-Dominique
Press, 1995)3.

Lafay

& Jacques Lecaillon,

The Mixed Economy, translated

by Tu Quan (Beijing:Commercial

+
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such as energy and electrical power, transportation, finance, manufacturing,
telecommunications and other industrial sectors. According to the

enterprise value,

the largest field is the energy and electrical power, accounting for 26%; it is followed

by finance, 24%, and transportation, 19%; then by manufacturing, 7%, primary
products, 5%, telecommunications, 3%, real estate, 2%, other
other industries,

12%."

utilities, 2%, and

1

Table 1: State-ovvned Enterprises at the Level of Central Government
(Unit for number of enterprises: 1; for that of employees: 1 person; and that of
value: USDl billion)

F.ntetprloe

EtnpI.,y.. l!ntcrprix l'.bt<tpri,<

&tcrprlx

lnt<r<m

F.nt<tpri,<

Book

Numb«

Volw,
48845

13.4
28741

Austri,a

50459

Bdgium

+

74990
105296

0
0

105296

21.6

166600
18508
25835

3.4

156
124

38200
8680

9828
9574
5758

1!nonla
61187
30
39421

16.3

120386
66419

71069

15.8
346

150528
50264
289329

152975

50264

43.2
0

289329

0

120655

105.4

49665
Soutl,

39599

0

60355

104.7

50479
542082
81465
22276

3048

18.3

230195

34
51

180577
151

53566

143253
19813

7534

148132
100128

12.8
11.2

Total

48

862433

1764

2361079

160529

67.4
2085

Data from: Chen Liang, "Privatization of State-awned Enterprises Is Nothing but the Way Outfor their
Reform-A Discussion with Professor Zhang Weiying, "Studies on Manism, no. 5 (2012).
Chen Liang. "Privatiz.ation of State--OWIICd Enterprises IsNothing but the Way Out for their Refonn-A Discussion with
Professor Zlumg Weiying," Studies on Marxism, no.5 (2012).
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Under the system of a mixed economy; the capitalist governments not just
considerably intervene in the market economy through monetary, fiscal and
industrial policies, but sometimes even put the market under overall surveillance.
Moreover, they have formulated a series of policies to ease class contradictions.
The most typical case is to establish the social security system. At the same time,
the private and state sectors in the mixed economy usually cooperate closely to
serve the overall and long-term interests of the bourgeoisie.
Obviously, the mixed economy

has

mitigated

the

basic

contradiction of capitalism in a certain situation, and is of certain significance
to historical progress. However, the mixed economy has not changed the basic
economic relation of capitalism-employment and exploitation of labor by
private capital, nor does it indicate that capitalism is undergoing the "automatic
growth" or "peaceful transition" to socialism. As Lenin straightly pointed out when
reviewing the changes in the form

of appropriating the means of

production during

+

transformation of capitalism from free competition to monopoly, "In substance,
however, the distribution of means of production is not at all 'universal', but
private, i.e., it conforms to the interests of big capital, and primarily, of huge,
monopoly capital, which operates under conditions in which the masses live in
want, in which the whole development of agriculture hopelessly lags behind the
development of industry; while within industry itself the 'heavy industries' extract
tributes from all other branches of industry."1 Quite a few Western scholars are
also sober to how big capitalists profiteer through state power."Capitalists... give
money...to the state for a substantial tax discount as reward for their credit, risks
and efforts. But more often than not, capitalists serve as the organizer and holder
of the main public debts. As a result, their activities promote the monetization of the
national economy."2 Therefore, the dominant facet and nature of the mixed economy
in the Western capitalist countries remains the monopoly
economy.
Its emergence marks the expansion of the range of capitalist exploitation from
capitalists exploiting common wage earners, to the bourgeois exploiting several
social classes and strata, or even plundering the people of other countries through
social fund-raising and state power.
1 Selected Monographlc Work!' of Lenin, On Capitalism (Beijing :People'sPublishing House,2009), 127.
2 Han\luhai, The Marxian Legacy:from Brussels to Beijing (Beijing: China RemninUniversity Press, 2012), 182.
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In short, the practice from the 20th to early 21st century shows that the
mixed economy originated in the basic contradiction of capitalism, and the latter,
in turn, still exists and develops in the former. Regardless of objective necessity
and rationality for its development, the mixed economy of capitalism is still
monopolistic, rotten or parasitic, and transitional, and it is spreading to the whole
world.

§

II.Mixed Ownership in the Socialist Market Economy
To promote economic development in the primary stage of socialism, China

has established the development model of building a socialist market economy
with Chinese characteristics after a long period of exploration. Obviously, a
socialist market economy indicates that the state shall actively regulate the market
economy in order to make it more organized, orderly and efficient. The mixed
economy, as one of the important way to materialize the basic economic system
inthe present stage, is the result of China's constant exploration of the reform
and

+

development

of

public

and non-public

enterprises.

1. The mixed economy is the result of constant exploration
China's economic development model

of

The mixed economy was brought forth in the process of China's economic
restructuring, especially with the deepening recognition of the way to materialize
the public ownership. "Resolution on Certain Questions in the History
Party Since the Founding of the People's Republic of
Sixth Plenary Session of the
proposed
and that

11th CPC

Central

of

China," adopted
Committee

Our

at

the

in

1981,

for the first time that China's socialist system was in the primary

stage,

the specific forms of relations of production should be created according

to the concrete conditions of the development of productive forces in each stage. On
the principle of emancipating the mind and seeking truth from facts, the following
major conferences of the Party gradually cracked the conceptual fetters of the
concept of a single public ownership, and thus blazed the way for the development
of economy of diverse ownerships. In particular, the proposal of theory of socialist
market economy allowed China to have a more mature theory of the way to
materialize

the ownership.

"Decision of the CPC Central

Committee

on

Certain
169
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Questions in the Establishment of Socialist Market Economy," adopted at the
Third Plenary Session

of

the

14th CPC

Central

Committee

in

1993,

pointed out that "with the flow and reorganization of property, an increasing number
of economic organizations with mixed ownership of property have appeared, and
the new structure of property ownership will be formed." "Decision of CPC Central
Committee on Major Issues Concerning the Reform and Development of StateOwned Enterprises," adopted at the Fourth Plenary Session of the 15th CPC Central
Committee in 1993, proposed, "State-owned capital could attract and organize more
social capital through the joint-stock system in order to amplify the functions of
state-owned capital and increase controlling, influential and driving forces of the
state-owned sector. Large and medium-sized state-owned enterprises, especially
superior ones and those suited to the joint-stock system, should be turned into
shareholding enterprises, in the forms of standardized listing, Sino- foreign joint
ventures and inter-enterprise equity participation. A mixed economy should be
developed, while the state controls the main stake in key enterprises."
It was brought forth in the report of the 16th CPC National Congress in 2002
sector of the economy." In 2003, the Third Plenary Session of the 16th CPC
state, all the others should introduce the joint-stock system to develop a mixed
Central Committee put forward, "We should adapt to the trend of an increasingly
growing market economy, further enhance the vitality of the public sector of the
economy, and vigorously develop a mixed economy with its share taken by the state,
collective and non-public capital so as to diversify investors and make the joint-stock
system become an important way to materialize public ownership." In a broad
sense, China's basic economic system in the primary stage of socialism featuring the
public ownership as the mainstay and co-development of economy of diverse
ownerships is a mixed economy in the whole society.
The documents of the CPC Central Committee lay a repeated stress on
"consolidating and developing the public economy'' and "increasing vitality,
controlling force and influence of the state sector" in the SOE reform. On a new
starting point in history, the document of the Third Plenary Session of the 18th
CPC Central Committee bestowed an unprecedented status and height on
the mixed economy, which coincides with the ownership system of China
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in the present stage of economic development. According to the data of the
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, as of the
end of 2012, 90% of the state-owned or state-holding enterprises (exclusive
of financial enterprises) had adopted the corporate system or the joint-stock
system. Among central enterprises and their subsidiaries, the number of mixedownership enterprises accounted for nearly 57% of corporate enterprises, more

than half of total registered central enterprises. Central enterprises had put 56%
of total assets, 70% of net assets, and 62% of revenues in listing companies.
Central enterprises in industries such as petroleum and petrochemical, civil
aviation, telecommunications, construction, building materials, among others
had adopted the listing corporation system for almost all their main-business
assets. In this sense, the mixed economy had taken a dominant position in the
national economy.1 The analytical report on development of domestic-funded
enterprises in China since the 17th CPC National Congress (from the end ofJune
2007 to the end of June 2012) issued by the State Administration for Industry
and Commerce can better reflect the changes in the structure of enterprises
in
trillion registered capital, representing an increase of -27.10% (decrease) and
2,389,600 non-private domestic-funded enterprises with a total of RMB37.42
103.60% respectively compared to 3,276,200 enterprises and RMB18.38 trillion
registered capital at the end of June 2007. Meanwhile, as of the end of June 2012,
the number of private enterprises in China was 10.2593 million with RMB28.48
trillion registered capital, an increase of 97.10% and 242% respectively compared
to 5.2046 million enterprises and RMBS.33 trillion registered capital at the end of
June 2007; there were 436,800 foreign-funded enterprises with RMBI 1.3 trillion
registered capital at the end ofJune 2012, representing an increase of 56.10% and
74.4% respectively over the end of June 2007.This shows the total number and
registered capital of private and foreign enterprises had already far exceeded those
of non-private domestic-funded enterprises with a rapid growth momentum.
"Statistics show that at the end of September 2011, the ratio of the number of
non-public enterprises in the total of enterprises in China broke through 80%,
reaching 80.3%; at the end of June 2012, this figure reached 81.74%; and at the
end of this year, 82.67%. At the same time, non-public enterprises witnessed

a

1 Bai Tumliang, "Blaz.e a 1rialwith a Mixed &onomy,"People Daily (December 2, 2013).
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steady expansion in their sizc."1 These data have clearly indicated that the public
sector was lower or much lower than the non-public sector in terms of total number
of enterprises and registered capital, for which adjustment must be made in the
development of a mixed economy.
On the other hand, some Chinese enterprises actively started their participation
in the global economic affairs and impacted the Western multinational monopoly
enterprises to different degrees. In 2012, 64 state-owned and state-holding
enterprises in Chinese Mainland were elected in the world's top 500,
covering
more than 20 industries. A group of large state-owned enterprises became the
2

main competitors against multinational corporations. The Western countries,
which formulated the rules of international trade and affairs, obstruct in every
possible way the overseas M&A by the Chinese enterprises for the largest excuse
that China violates of the so-called principle of "full market economy" with a
tremendous number of state-owned enterprises. Therefore, the
development of a mixed economy may mitigate the unfairness on Chinese
enterprises in the

Table 2 Incremental Changes of Different Types of Enterprises inNumber and
Registered Capital (Fund) from June 2007 to June 2012
Rqpmml Capital (Fund) (RMB! trillion)
End ofJune 2007
238.96

(non-priftte)

1025.93

Fomgn-funded
876.07

Datafrom:

18.38
10%

43.68

56.10%

1308.57

49.40%

8.33

2843

242.00%
74.40%

Website of the State Administration for Industry and Commerce

2. Similarities and differences of mixed economies
Michel Albert, a French economist, used to argue, "Great Europe
created the social market economy, so did Great China the socialist
market economy.
l

''China Witnesses a Vigorous Development of Non-public SectOis in Mmkct with a Rapid Growth in Number of Private
Enterprises in the Third Quarter.'' http://www.saic.gov.c:n/zwgk/tjzl/zxtjzl/xxzx/201310/t2013101 8_l38840.html.

2 Shi Jianguo, "Mixed Economy Will Break New Ground for the SOE Rcfomi," Fujian 1ribune (The HUillllllities & Social
Sciences Bimonthly), no.I (2014). Moreover, on February 3, 2012, The Wall Street Journal issued an article entitled ''U.S.
Attaw China Inc.",reporting that U.S. trade officials had J.auiwhed a coordinated attack on the core of America's
commercial comlict with China: the heavily protected and subsidized Chinese state--0wned enterprises that were pounding
U.S. companies notjust in China but in competition globally. Refer to Jiang Yong, "Industrial Policy: Heretic Doctrine or
Effective Spanner," http://www.caogen.com/blog/Jnfor_detail/53978.html.
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Of course they have many differences.

However,

in my opinion, they have

some

similarities, too. A fusion of them, if possible, must be one of the great magic
1

weapons in the 21st century." A mixed economy in the capitalist market economy
in the West and that in the socialist market economy obviously share some
common characteristics.
First of all, in a mixed economy, different forms of capital

hold

shares

of each other for mutual fusion. Of them, all the large joint-stock enterprises and
state-holding enterprises, with a certain state background, occupy a very
important position in the market at home and abroad, and deliver services to the
regulation of national economy to different degrees.
Furthermore, both the socialist and the capitalist market economy are
dominated and influenced by some common economic laws, such as the law of
surplus value, the law of value, the law of supply and demand, and the law of
competition, among others. A disorderly competitive market without reasonable
state intervention will inevitably lead to economic flucruation, waste of social
positive

regulation

microscopically

on

the

market,

and

the

or macroscopically, a mixed

economic

economy

development

requires the state of

both economic efficiency and fairness.
On the other hand, a mixed economy in the market economy of capitalism
is essentially different, to some degree, from that in the market economy of
socialism.
First, a mixed economy was called into existence in the capitalist market
economy with the private ownership of the means of production

as the mainstay,

for the purpose of solving the basic contradiction of capitalism and strengthening
mixed monopoly enterprises so as to maximize their monopoly profits. Therefore,
neither the dominant monopoly enterprises nor

numerous

scattered

enterprises

not large in size, have changed, as a whole, the pattern and essence of maintaining
and expanding the interests of the bourgeoisie. However, on the basis of the socialist
market

economy with

the public

ownership

of the means of production

1 Michel Albert, Capitalism Vs. Capitalism, translated by Yang Zugang, Yang
Academic Press,1999), 4.

Qi. Hai Ymg (Beijing:Social Sciencell
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as the mainstay, a mixed economy was established for the purpose of making
full use of respective advantages of different capitals and improving market
competitiveness. In general, it will fundamentally maintain and actively expand
the interests of all the people. It is unavoidable that a mixed economy with public
ownership as the mainstay is different from that with predominance of private
ownership. Essentially a mixed ownership is not an independent and new form of
ownership parallel with all kinds of different forms of ownership, nor is it a new
1

form of public ownership. In other words, a mixed economy can base its nature
of public ownership only on holding of public capital.
Second, large enterprises or multinational corporations with the mixed
ownership are essentially different in behaviors and economic effects. With varying
degrees of quasi-state features, all large

multinational

monopolies with the

Western mixed ownership control the oil, electrical power, transportation,
telecommunications, aeronautics and astronautics and other key fields. Various
forms of administrative

support

from

the

government

(such as

non-

competitive

+

orders, disguised fiscal subsidies and various financing conveniences) enable them
to monopolize the domestic and overseas market, manipulate capital, price and
profit, frequently evade taxation, conduct salary arbitrage, control intellectual
property and the upstream section of the industrial chain, transfer pollution
to
developing countries ("Take all profits away with the GDP left to China"

2
),

and even involve themselves in subversion of the economy and political affairs
of other countries. At the same time, the Western governments are very sensitive
to the overseas M&A of their multinational enterprises.3 "An American lawyer
engaged in M&A business in the Wall Street frankly said that it was very difficult
for Chinese enterprises to acquire 10% of the equity of an American bank, almost
impossible to get 20%, let alone actually controlling it. American capital could
control the main stake in Shenzhen Development Bank in China, but Chinese
enterprises
develop a

can

do nothing

similar in

the

United

States."4 To actively

1 Zhang Zuoyun, "On the Problems of the Content and Nature of the Mixed Economy: On the Research Methods of
Mixed Economy,•Ecanomlcs Study of Shanghai School, no.2 (2008).

the

2 CongYeping, "Income Tax Should Be Integrated as Soon as Possible,• Outlook, no.49 (2006).
3 Usually Chinese entetprises wl in overseas M&A not for their ownreasons, but aa a result of intentional obstructiona by
foreign governments. See "An lnventoxy of Failed Chinese Euterprises Overseas M&A," http://www.lawyergong.com/
showart.aap? i.d=617.

4 Yu Yunhui, What Kind of China Dou US Needs-China U1lder the US "Bermuda Triangle• (Wuhan; Wuhan University
Press, 2013), 146.
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mixed economy; China, the largest developing country in the world, should also
improve the medium-and high-end competitiveness of its large enterprises and
multinational corporations at home and abroad so that they can earn profits.
However, the behavioral characteristics and economic effects of their production
business do not focus only on "interests" with ignorance of "righteousness." On the
contrary, while acquiring their legitimate and reasonable economic interests, they
should boost the common development of national economy and people's livelihood
at home and abroad.

§II. Prevention in Six Aspects in Development of a Mixed
Economy
Through practice and exploration in more than 30 years of reform and
opening up, China has scored a series of remarkable achievements in economic
construction

and social development. However, a large number of

deeprooted problems make it urgent for China to comprehensively summarize,
more importantly, it should work out a set of pragmatic theories and policies
only comprehensively summarize the experience in the past SOE reform, but
that can guide the future development of a mixed economy.When a new wave
of deepening the overall reform is set off, serious negative phenomena must be
prevented in the process of developing a mixed economy.
First, we should prevent the loss of state-owned assets. General Secretary Xi
Jinping repeatedly stressed, "For the development of a mixed economy; the key
is detailed rules. It is necessary to learn from past experience with SOE reform.
Don't turn

state-owned

assets into opportunities to make sudden

huge

profits
amid reform." 1 China develops a mixed economy in order to better

promote

the development of state-owned capital and enterprises, and therefore we must
not sell off state-owned assets as in the past SOE restructuring to rapidly create a
group of rich people and super-rich people, hence the enlargement of polarization
between the rich and the poor. China should learn from the lesson that foreign
capital seized the opportunity of restructuring state-owned banks and
held
1 "A Mixed Ownership Must Be Fm and Transparent," http://opinion.people.eom.cn/n/2014/0310/cl5930l-24582605.

html.

+
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shares to reap sudden huge profits, and avoid reoccurrence of similar cases in the
development of a mixed economy. China therefore must formulate specific laws
and regulations (with respect to major events involving national economy and
people's livelihood such as foreign equity participation or holding of Chinesefunded financial enterprises, laws instead of governmental regulations must be
made by the National

People's Congress)

to replace the voluntaristic verbal calls

and random instructions of the government, so that all economic reforms are carried
out under the legislative framework. The key to development of a mixed economy

is openness and transparency with a conspicuous rule to avoid "fishing in troubled
waters."
Second, we should prevent monopoly of foreign capital. If the "retreat of
state-owned economy and advancement of private economy" policy is adopted
to weaken the state-owned capital and enterprises in the development of a mixed
economy, the foreign monopoly capital will inevitably dominate China's

+

economic

territory

and

China

may lose the power

to

independently develop

its national economy. Facts show that in all industries where the state-owned
sector gradually retreats, the private sector fails to gain control but the Western
multinational corporations rapidly occupy the top ranks. According to report, in
28 major industries in China, those with foreign direct investment accounting
for majority of asset control rights are up to 21, and the top five in each open
industry have almost been controlled by the foreign capital. Compared with
outsourcing of multinational corporations in China, foreign direct investment
firmly takes in their hands the high-quality production with high innovative rate,
added value and entry barriers

more directly through the control of

these

industries. Meanwhile, local enterprises arc suppressed at the lower end of the
1

industrial chain. Therefore, confronted with the enormous pressure on China's
local enterprises exerted by multinational corporations in the development
of
a mixed economy, China, with the goal of building "aircraft carriers" of the domestic
enterprises, must co-develop both state-owned and private sectors.The private sector
should strengthen cooperation and joint with the state-owned sector in capital,
market and intellectual property rights, among others to regain control of the
domestic

industries,

participate

in the

high-end

international competition

1 Jia Genliq, "Fatal Drawb.cb of the Development Strategy of IntematioDal Large Circular Economy,• Studies on
Marxism, no.12(2010).
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so as to secure China's economy and finance and maintain the social stability.
Third, we should prevent one-way share participation or holding by nonpublic capital. According to the spirit of the "Decision", China will allow more
state-owned enterprises and enterprises of other types of ownership to develop
into mixed enterprises. That is to say, the development of a mixed ownership is
mutual equity participation or holding by capital of different natures. Non-public
capital can hold shares or individually control the main stake in state-owned and
other public capital, and vice versa. In the present days, some regions and
departments emphasize the former alone and deny the latter, which is extremely
wrong. Meanwhile, as stated in the "Decision" of the Third Plenary Session of the
18th CPC Central Committee, "We will allow mixed enterprises to implement
employee stock ownership plans (ESOP) to form communities of capital owners
and laborers." Quite a few Western countries actively advocate ESOP in the nonpublic

enterprises

and

implement

the

profit

sharing

system

to

"benefit

+

both

laborers and

capital owners." In socialism with

Chinese characteristics,

this

socialism-oriented reform should be vigorously promoted to uphold
subjectivity of
the people, give full play to the enthusiasm of the masses of the people, and allow
them to share the fruit through participation in the reform of mixed economy.An
administrative order allowing non-public capital to take shares or control the main
stake in a large number of normally or highly profitable state-owned enterprises or
state-owned financial enterprises is actually nothing but giving the large profits of
the whole people to domestic and foreign individuals

on our own initiative. Such

a practice deviates from the nature and orientation of the socialist reform that puts
people first.
Fourth, we should prevent weakening the RMB internationalization. In
today's international factors market, all the Western multinational monopoly
enterprises are in fact associated with the financial monopoly. Only those giant
enterprises supported by the state are able to fight against financial monopoly
with the strength to compete with

the international oligopolies.

In the

present
stage, China's private capital generally lags behind

the state-owned

capital in

of size, technology, competitiveness and management, and even further

terms

behind

the monopoly capital of the Western multinational corporations. Therefore, only
the internationally competitive state-owned enterprises and capital are the hope
of

+
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China into the international factors market, and the main channel for China to
acquire the pricing power in the international factors market. The so-called RMB
internationalization refers to settlement of hulk commodities with the RMB in the
international market. At present, primarily only the state-owned enterprises and
capital have enough strength to enter the international factors market and acquire an
abundant market share. If the state-owned enterprises are weakened and the stateowned capital is replaced, the RMB internationalization will necessarily he blocked.
Fifth, we should prevent focusing only on mixed ownership. A widely
prevalent errant viewpoint nowadays is to focus only on mixed ownership with
ignorance of the SOE reform and development, and even to deny the necessity
of state-owned enterprises. According to the spirit of the speech made by General
Secretary Xi Jinping, more support should he given to state-owned enterprises,

+

especially the central enterprises. State-owned enterprises, the lifeblood

of China,

are indispensable at key moments. The United States and other Western

countries

fear a powerful Communist Party of China partly because the Party is supported
with financial, material and human resources by state-owned enterprises which
hold the lifeblood of the national economy. This is a source of vitality for China,
and we must not he fooled. Each sector of a different ownership is an important
component for the socialist market economy.Private sector encounters
discrimination against its development and many invisible hindrances, and
therefore it is correct to open some monopolized areas. The management of stateowned enterprises is not entirely determined by the market, hut by politics. When
corruptions as in the PetroChina case occur, we should draw inferences from
one instance, speed up the reform, and strengthen the supervision rather than he
kidnapped by some negative public opinions. It is wrong to argue that the stateowned enterprise is of a bad institution, and that the only way out is to "quit stateowned enterprises" or the "de-nationalization." When the Third Plenary Session
of the 18th CPC Central Committee proposed letting the market play a decisive
role and developing a mixed economy, some people became quite excited and

argued that the Party was eventually correct this time to give hope to China by
abandoning state-owned enterprises. This is a fallacy!And we must have a clear
understanding. We should remove some of the drawbacks of state-owned
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enterprises for their better and healthier

devdopment.

Sixth, we should prevent weakening the leading role of the state-owned
sector.When General Secretary Xi Jinping attended the deUberations of Shanghai
delegation in Second Plenary Session of the 12th National People's Congress on
March 5, 2014, he emphasized. that state-owned enterprises shall be strengthened
rather than be weakened. His statement accords with the wording and spirit of

Constitution of People's &public of China, Constitution of Comnmunist Parry of
China, and docwnents of the 18th CPC National Congress and the Third Plenary
Session of the 18th CPC Central Committee concerning the leading role of the stateowned

sector.

The

"Decision"

clearly

pointed

out

that

the

development of a mixed ownership should be conducive to improving the
amplification
value

and

function of state-owned capital, ensuring the appreciation
raising its competitiveness. Against the

globaUzation, the
backward

+

state-owned

socialist

+

is

not

to

of

background

China,

in

its

of economic
a

relatively

emerging

economy, is an important
This

sector

of

develop

but a strategic issue about

force
the

to

run

so-called

the national

and

strengthen

the national economy.

"state capitalism"

economy.We must

or

"crony

understand

capitalism,"

that the

development of a mixed economy is entirely different from privatization in
orientation, and therefore, we must not regard "retreat of state-owned economy
and advancement of private economy" as a formula and guideline for the reform
of mixed ownership. Otherwise, the private capital may completely occupy the
present field of the state-owned sector without any constraint in the process
of
1

mixture so as to trap China in an overall privatization. A mixed

ownership

may

result in advantages, disadvantages and new contradictions that have never been
encountered in a single ownership or single-big-shareholder enterprises in terms
of personnel, management, and distribution, among others. Measures

should

be made according to conditions of different places and enterprises. The state
should make clear in which areas the mixed economy can be implemented or is
unnecessary, and prohibit making "one-size-fits-all" and "herd" policies so as to
improve vitality, competitiveness and controlling force of large central, provincial
and municipal state-owned enterprises, and consolidate and strengthen the leading
1 Wu Xuangong, "Ensuring Public Ownership Still Playing a Main Role inthe Reform of Owneiship System,• Journal of
Management, no.5 (2011).
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role of the state-owned sector in national economy.Just as General Secretary Xi
Jinping pointed out, the management of state-owned enterprises is not entirely
determined by the market, but by politics. That is to say, the lifeblood and
strategic-commanding industries involving national economy, people's livelihood
and national security in terms of mineral, energy, military industry, aeronautics
and astronautics, railway, telecommunications, education, health care, among
others, must be controlled by the state. With their production and operation
regulated and controlled by the state rather than being entirely put under the
market-oriented management, they will become the main pillar of and foundation
for the state regulation. Privatization or entire market-oriented management of
state-owned enterprises advocated by the new-liberalism around the world has
been negated by the practice at home and abroad.
In short, China's theoretical workers, especially the Party and government

leaders at all levels, must earnestly study and actively implement the

spirit

of

+

the important speech made by General Secretary Xi Jinping when he

chaired

the Fourth Meeting of the Central Leading Group of Deepening the Overall
Reform on August 18, 2014. He pointed out, "We must improve the state-owned
enterprises, especially the central enterprises, that occupy a dominant position in
major industries and key areas related to national security and lifeblood of
national economy, that are important pillars of national economy, and that
play a pivotal role in the economic base of our Party's governance and China's
socialist regime...Comrades in charge of the central enterprises who shoulder the
mission of improving state-owned enterprises and strengthening the state-owned
sector should enhance consciousness of leadership, responsibility and dedication,
1

and correctly deal with and actively support this reform." This is currently an
important policy to prevent one-sidedness in the development and reform of
mixed ownership, and truly deepen the overall socialist reform!
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